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Observations



Many questions are similar to
previously posted questions
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Most questions are based on a
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Most questions are based on a
"user story"



Some questions are unique or it
is hard to find similar questions
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System
Architecture
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System overview
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Query generation strategies
Yahoo! Answers

1. question title (with and without stopwords)
2. question title & body
3. question title (w/ body) & question category
4. top 5 tf-idf terms from title (w/ body)
Web search

1. question title
2. question title & body
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Candidate Ranking
candidates are ranked using linear logistic regression
model
the model is trained on WebScope collection of Yahoo!
Answers pairs with pairwise ranking objective
no distinction between candidates from different sources
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Features
answer statistics (length in chars, tokens, sents, etc)
BM25 scores (using title or title + body as query)
term matches features (number of matches, maximum
spans of matched terms, etc.)
question and retrieved question categories match
bag of word pairs from question and candidate answer
statistics of NPMI between question and answer terms
score computed by an LSTM neural network model
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Normalized PMI
 npmi( ; ) =qi aj

pmi( ; )qi aj

− log p( , )qi aj

pmi( ; ) = logqi aj
p( | )aj qi

p( )aj

computed on WebScope Yahoo! Answers collection
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NPMI scores: diabetes
term score

diabetes 0.70858

insulin 0.62824

glucose 0.55582

niddm 0.55183

hyperglycemia 0.54767

mellitus 0.54400

insulin-dependent 0.54332

pancreas 0.54290
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NPMI scores: install
term score

install 0.52456

setup.exe 0.44842

partition 0.40844

xp 0.39632

ubuntu 0.38734

bootable 0.37943

distros 0.36809

windows 0.35734
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LSTM model
Simple NN to produce a joint representation of QnA pair
This representation is used to predict how likely the
candidate answers the question
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Training
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LSTM network training
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LSTM network training
Implemented using Keras library
Trained using stochastic gradient descent with Adam
optimization technique
Embedding and hidden layer of size 128
Vocabulary of 1M words
Total of 10K QnA pairs, batch size of 200 for 100 epochs
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Logistic regression training
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Evaluation
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Answer candidates
. Yahoo!Answers Web

Average # of candidates 33.63 67.50

Average model score -15.18 -20.50

How often no candidates 0.14 0.02
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Avg number of candidates: Y!A
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Rank of the best candidate: Y!A
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How often the candidate was
selected: Y!A
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Fraction of questions without
candidates: Y!A
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Query generation statistics for
web
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Feature importance

* category match feature is overfitted as in training category always match
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Evaluation run statistics
1087 questions were judged

score explanation

4
Excellent

fully answers the question

3 Good partially answers the question

2 Fair marginally useful information

1 Bad contains no useful information for the
question

-2 the answer is unreadable
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Scores

avg-score(0-3) - average score over all queries
succ@i+ - fraction of questions with i+ score
prec@i+ - fraction of answers with i+ score
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Majority of answers came from
Yahoo! Answers
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For some categories web search
was more useful
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Many other CQA website
domains
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Quality of answers from Y!A is
better
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Examples
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Similar questions
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Non-similar questions
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Non-similar questions
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Not-useful answer

Answer from the web
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Answer from the web
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Conclusions
answers to previously posted similar questions can be
effectively reused to answer new questions
query generation strategies for CQA and web search are
important as LiveQA questions are long
term matches-based features are the most useful in our
model. It will most likely benefit from “better” text
similarity features: translation models, n-grams, tree
kernels, etc.4
there is a huge room for improvement: only ~20% of
questions were answered fully or partially

Thank you! Questions?


